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Abstract
Summary Falls and fractures share several common risk
factors. Although past falls is not included as an input
variable in the FRAX calculator, we demonstrate that
FRAX probability predicts risk of incident falls in the
MrOs Sweden cohort.
Introduction Although not included in the FRAX® algorithm, it is possible that increased falls risk is partly
dependent on other risk factors that are incorporated
into FRAX. The aim of the present study was to determine whether fracture probability generated by FRAX
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might also predict risk of incident falls and the extent
that a falls history would add value to FRAX.
Methods We studied the relationship between FRAX probabilities and risk of falls in 1836 elderly men recruited to the
MrOS study, a population-based prospective cohort of men
from Sweden. Baseline data included falls history, clinical risk
factors, bone mineral density (BMD) at femoral neck, and
calculated FRAX probabilities. Incident falls were captured
during an average of 1.8 years of follow-up. An extension of
Poisson regression was used to investigate the relationship
between FRAX, other risk variables, and the time-to-event
hazard function of falls. All associations were adjusted for
age and time since baseline.
Results At enrolment, 15.5 % of the men had fallen during the
preceding 12 months (past falls) and 39 % experienced one or
more falls during follow-up (incident falls). The risk of incident falls increased with increasing FRAX probabilities at
baseline (hazard ratio (HR) per standard deviation (SD),
1.16; 95 % confidence interval (95%CI), 1.06 to 1.26). The
association between incident falls and FRAX probability
remained after adjustment for past falls (HR per SD, 1.12;
95%CI, 1.03 to 1.22). High compared with low baseline
FRAX score (>15 vs <15 % probability of major osteoporotic
fracture) was strongly predictive of increased falls risk (HR,
1.64; 95%CI, 1.36 to 1.97) and remained stable with time.
Whereas past falls were a significant predictor of incident falls
(HR, 2.75; 95%CI, 2.32 to 3.25), even after adjustment for
FRAX, the hazard ratio decreased markedly with increasing
follow-up time.
Conclusions Although falls are not included as an input variable, FRAX captures a component of risk for future falls and
outperforms falls history with an extended follow-up time.
Keywords Epidemiology . Falls . Fracture . FRAX .
Osteoporosis
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Introduction
Falls are common in the elderly, with the prevalence of prior
falls estimated as 42 % in community-dwelling people aged
75 years or more [1]. They are a major public health concern
in terms of morbidity/quality of life, mortality, and cost to
health and social services. Elders with injuries following falls
have a subsequent increase in requirement for institutional
care, decline in functional status, and increased use of medical
services [1]. Although 5–10 % of falls in older adults lead to
skeletal injury [1], there is limited evidence that an intervention aimed at reducing falls will lead to a subsequent reduction
in fractures [2, 3]. Indeed, a lack of uniformly reliable
data [4, 5], and a dearth of evidence indicating that
fracture risk attributable to falls risk might be amenable
to pharmacological treatment [6] meant that Bpast falls^
was not incorporated as an input variable to the FRAX
calculator. In contrast, two other fracture risk tools, both
generated from single cohorts [7–9], do incorporate past
falls. Since falls and fractures share many of the same
risk factors, for example, increasing age, smoking, alcohol consumption, and frailty [1, 5, 10–12], we hypothesized that baseline fracture probability, as calculated by
FRAX, would predict risk of future falls, and tested this
hypothesis in the MrOS Sweden cohort.

Methods
Participants
MrOS is a multi-center, prospective cohort study of elderly
men in Sweden, Hong Kong, and the USA [13]. The present
study is based on data from MrOS Sweden, details of which
have been described previously [14, 15]. In brief, men aged
69–81 years were randomly identified using national population registers. To be eligible for the study, men had to be able
to walk without aid, provide self-reported data, and give written informed consent. There were no other exclusion criteria,
other than bilateral hip arthroplasty. The participation rate in
MrOS Sweden was 45 %. The MrOS Sweden cohort comprises 3014 men of whom 2989 (99 %) had information on
past and incident falls. The number of men who had sufficient
information to estimate FRAX probability was 1853 (61 %).
The present analysis is based on 1836 men with data on past
falls, FRAX probability, and incident falls up to 3 years postenrolment.
Exposure variables
At baseline, height (centimeters) and weight (kilograms) were
measured, and BMI was calculated as kilograms per square
meter. The international MrOS questionnaire [13] was
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administered at baseline to collect information about current
smoking, number and type of medications, fracture history,
family history of hip fracture, past medical history (rheumatoid arthritis) and high consumption of alcohol (three or more
glasses of alcohol-containing drinks per day), calculated from
the reported frequency, and amount of alcohol use. Previous
fracture at baseline was documented as forearm, vertebral, hip,
or humerus fractures after the age of 50 years regardless of
trauma. For glucocorticoid exposure, this was documented in
MrOs as use at least three times per week in the month preceding the baseline assessment. Apart from rheumatoid arthritis, there was no information on secondary causes of osteoporosis, and the input variable was set to no for all men. Selfreported falls during the 12 months preceding the baseline
were recorded by questionnaire (past falls). Areal bone mineral density (BMD) was measured at the femoral neck using
Hologic QDR 4500/A-Delphi (Hologic, Bedford, MA) or Lunar Prodigy (GE Lunar Corp., Madison, WI) depending on
center, with cross-calibration of instruments. A T-score was
calculated using NHANES young women as a reference value
[16].
Ten-year probability of fracture (FRAX) was calculated
using clinical risk factors described above with and without
femoral neck BMD. As the gradients of risk for incident falls
were very similar with either model, results for the models
without femoral neck BMD are presented. The Swedish
FRAX model version 3.8 was used. The FRAX probability
of fracture estimates the risk of a hip fracture alone and of a
major osteoporotic fracture (hip, humerus, vertebral, or forearm fracture).

Outcomes
Information on falls during follow-up was recorded by participants in a diary and collated by triannual postcards (incident
falls), with falls assumed to happen halfway between visits.
Thus, if a fall was reported at 8 months, the fall was assumed
to have occurred halfway between the fourth and eighthmonth visit, i.e., at 6 months. Twenty-six percent of men had
gaps in their reporting of the diaries. In the primary analysis,
follow-up time during the gap was ignored; thus, neither the
observation time nor the information of endpoint was used
during the time of the gap, and so missing diaries were defined
as Bno fall.^ Two sensitivity analyses were undertaken: First,
the end of follow-up was defined as the time of the first missing diary entry, and second, all diaries were used regardless of
missing entries. Deaths were documented from the National
Cause of Death Register up to the end of 2009. This register
comprises records of all deaths in Sweden and is more than
99 % complete. Emigrants were followed up to the day of
emigration. Participants were followed until death, migration,
fall, or end of study.
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Statistical methods
In order to compare the performance of FRAX probability
with that of a history of past falls, a dichotomous variable
was created such that the percentage of men who had a high
fracture risk was similar to the percentage who had had previously fallen (15.4 %). Thus, 283 men (15.4 %) had a FRAX
probability of major osteoporotic fracture, calculated without
BMD, above 15.0 %, and the dichotomized FRAX score was
therefore classified as high (>15.0 %) or low (≤15.0 %) risk.
Fisher’s permutation test was used to compare baseline variables in men with and without falls at baseline. An extension
of Poisson regression models [17] was used to study the association between FRAX, other risk variables, and the future
risk of falling. All associations were adjusted for age and time
since baseline. In contrast to logistic regression, the Poisson
regression utilizes the length of each individual’s follow-up
period and the hazard function is assumed to be exp(β0 + β1·
current time from baseline + β2·current age + β3 variable of
interest). The observation period of each participant was divided in intervals of 1 month. One fall per person, and time to
the first fall were counted. In further analyses, time to subsequent falls (up to the seventh fall) was counted. Where interactions with age and time since baseline were explored, age
and time were used as continuous variables and examples
given at specific ages and times. The association between
predictive factors and risk of falls was described as a hazard
ratio (HR) or gradient of risk (GR = HR per 1 standard deviation change in predictor in the direction of increased risk). The
distribution of FRAX probabilities was transformed to be a
normally distributed variable using the inverse of the standardized normal distribution function, so comparability could
be achieved to other variables described using GR. The cut off
value for high (>15.0 %) or low (≤15.0 %) fracture probability
is, fortuitously, consistent with Swedish assessment guidelines
[18]. Two-sided p values were used for all analyses and
p<0.05 was considered to be significant.

Results
Characteristics of participants
Compared with the 1178 men not included in the current analysis, the 1836 men included were similar in terms of age
(p=0.14), BMD T-score (p>0.30), and occurrence of past falls
(p=0.070). The mean follow-up time was 1.8 years (range, 0.0
to 3.0 years) after the baseline examination. Men with past
falls (n=284, 15.5 %) had a higher prevalence of previous
fracture and parental history of hip fracture, together with
higher FRAX probabilities (Table 1). A total of 720 men experienced one or more incident falls during follow-up. Thirtynine percent had ≥1 fall, 20 % had ≥2 falls, 11 % had ≥3 falls,
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6 % had ≥4 falls, 4 % had ≥5 falls, 2 % had ≥6 falls, and 2 %
had ≥7 falls. Men who fell during follow-up had a higher
baseline prevalence of previous fracture, past falls, alcohol
use, and higher FRAX probabilities (Table 2).
Risk factors for incident falls
The risk of new falls rose with increasing FRAX probabilities
at baseline (HR per standard deviation (SD), 1.16; 95 % confidence interval (95%CI), 1.06 to 1.26). The association between incident falls and FRAX probability remained after
adjustment for past falls (HR per SD, 1.12; 95%CI, 1.03 to
1.22, Table 3) and appeared to strengthen with increasing
number of incident falls (Table 4). When the FRAX probability of osteoporotic fracture was calculated without the use of
BMD, men with a high fracture probability (>15.0 %) had
greater risk for future falls than men with low (≤15 %) baseline probability (HR, 1.64; 95%CI, 1.36 to 1.97). The risk of
incident falls was greater when there was a past fall recorded
at baseline (HR, 2.75; 95%CI, 2.32 to 3.25). The association
between incident and past falls remained after adjustment for
FRAX probabilities (HR, 2.68; 95%CI, 2.26 to 3.18, Table 3).
Sensitivity analyses with regard to falls history, as described in
the BMethods^ section, yielded results very similar to those
from the primary analysis.
Interactions with age and time from baseline
The gradient of risk for past falls predicting incident falls
decreased with age, but the formal interaction between occurrence of past falls and age was not statistically significant (p=
0.19). At 70 years, the HR for incident falls in the past fallers
compared with that in past non-fallers was 3.44 (95%CI, 2.38
to 4.99), and at 80 years, the HR was 2.43 (95%CI, 1.88 to
3.12). Conversely, the predictive ability of high versus low
FRAX probability for incident falls increased with age
although, again, the interaction did not achieve formal statistical significance (p=0.055). At the age of 70 years, the
HR for incident falls in participants with high compared
with low baseline fracture probability was 1.03 (95%CI,
0.61 to 1.74), and at 80 years, the HR was 1.93 (95%CI,
1.50 to 2.49).
The prediction of incident falls using past falls and FRAX
probability differed in their relationship with time since participant enrolment. Thus, the predictive ability of past falls for
incident falls decreased markedly with time since baseline (p=
0.002), such that after 1-year follow-up, the HR for incident
falls was 2.68 (95%CI, 2.25 to 3.19) and, after 3 years, the HR
was 1.31 (95%CI, 0.78 to 2.19). In contrast, the predictive
ability of high versus low FRAX probability at baseline appeared to be stable with time (p for interaction between fracture probability and time >.30): After 1 year, the HR for incident falls among participants with high compared with low
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Characteristics of 1836 men at baseline according to fall status at baseline

Variable

Non-fallers at baseline
(n=1552)
Mean±SD

Fallers at baseline
(n=284)
Mean±SD

Two-sided p value

Age (years)

75.3±3.2
26.3±3.5
−0.92±0.99a

75.7±3.2
26.4±4.0
−0.89±1.08b

0.077
>0.30
>0.30

11.3±4.7

12.6±5.7

<0.001

6.2±4.5
10.0±6.0a
5.0±5.5a
%

7.3±5.4
10.9±6.7b
5.7±6.0b

<0.001
0.034
0.054

%

Previous fracture of any kind
Parental history of hip fracture

5
12

11
18

<0.001
0.018

Current smoking
Glucocorticoids (current)

8
2

10
3

>0.30
0.22

Alcohol 3 or more units per day
Rheumatoid arthritis
FRAX osteoporotic without BMD >15.0 %

2
1
14

4
2
21

>0.30
>0.30
0.010

BMI (kg/m2)
Femoral neck BMD T-score
FRAX 10-year fracture probabilities
Osteoporotic fracture without BMD (%)
Hip fracture without BMD (%)
Osteoporotic fracture with BMD (%)
Hip fracture with BMD (%)

SD standard deviation, BMI body mass index, BMD bone mineral density
a

n=1542

b

n=283

baseline FRAX probability was 1.64 (95%CI, 1.36 to 1.97),
and after 3 years, this was 1.62 (95%CI, 0.99 to 2.64; Fig. 1).

Discussion
These results demonstrate that both baseline probability of future fracture, as calculated by FRAX, and a history of past falls
independently predict risk of future falls. However, the predictive power of these two indices with increasing follow-up time
contrasted markedly. The risk associated with baseline FRAX
probability appeared stable over time, in contrast to that associated with past falls, which attenuated over 3 years of followup. Thus, although past falls do not constitute an input variable
in the FRAX algorithm, the fracture probability generated
appears to include a component of incident falls risk.
Although falls and fractures are closely linked, to our
knowledge, this is the first study in which the probability of
future fracture has been shown to also predict risk of incident
falls. Many previous studies, in different populations, have
documented strong associations between propensity to fall
and risk of future fracture [10, 11, 19–26]. Indeed, most
non-vertebral low-trauma fractures occur as a result of a fall
from standing height or less [27], and a history of multiple
falls increases the fracture risk over a single fall in any given
time span [10, 22]. In a recent UK study from the Hertfordshire Cohort [28], in a subset of 368 men and 407 women, the

hazard ratio for fracture associated with a history of past falls
was 6.96 (95%CI, 2.42 to 20.01) for men, and 2.64 (95%CI,
1.21 to 5.78) for women, independently of femoral neck BMD
and clinical risk factors used in FRAX. The present findings
complement these results by demonstrating that in addition to
the explanatory power associated with previous falls, the fracture probability generated by FRAX also explains part of the
risk for future falls, independently of past falling. The disparity between hazard ratio for men and women in the Hertfordshire study [28] may suggest that male fallers are frailer and
therefore more likely to fracture. The current analysis was
undertaken only in men, and we were unable, therefore, to
identify whether there might be sex-specific differences in
the gradient of risk between FRAX probability and falls incidence. In the Hertfordshire study, stratification of fracture risk
by frequency of previous falls was not documented; this has
been demonstrated elsewhere, albeit not in relation to
FRAX, generally with a positive relationship between increasing number of falls in the past and increased fracture
probability in the future [5, 24, 25]. Indeed, we documented
an increasing gradient of risk between FRAX and falls, as
the number of incident falls increased. Importantly, for
long-term risk assessment, although both FRAX probability and prior history of falls independently predicted risk of
future falls, the gradient of risk for FRAX predicting falls
was stable through follow-up. In contrast, the gradient of
risk for past fall predicting incident fall was initially greater
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Characteristics of 1836 men at baseline according to incident fall status during follow-up (FU)

Age (years)
BMI (kg/m2)
Femoral neck BMD T-score
FRAX 10-year fracture probabilities
Osteoporotic fracture without BMD (%)f
Hip fracture without BMD (%)g
Osteoporotic fracture with BMD (%)h
Hip fracture with BMD (%)i

Non-fallers during FU
(n=1116)
Mean±SD

Fallers during FU
(n=720)
Mean±SD

HR
(95%CI)a

75.4±3.2
26.3±3.6
−0.88±1.01d

75.3±3.1
26.5±3.6
−0.97±1.00e

1.01 (0.99–1.04)b
1.04 (0.96–1.12)c
1.07 (0.99–1.15)c

11.1±4.3
6.1±4.2
9.7±5.5d
4.7±5.0d
%

12.0±5.6
6.8±5.3
10.9±6.9e
5.6±6.4e
%

1.16 (1.06–1.26)c
1.14 (1.05–1.24)c
1.16 (1.08–1.25)c
1.13 (1.05–1.22)c

Falls at baseline

9

25

2.75 (2.32–3.25)

Previous fracture of any kind
Parental history of hip fracture

3
12

10
15

2.43 (1.91–3.09)
1.22 (0.99–1.50)

Current smoking
Glucocorticoids (current)
Alcohol 3 or more units per day
Rheumatoid arthritis
FRAX osteoporotic without BMD >15.0 %

9
2
2
2
12

8
2
4
1
20

0.92 (0.70–1.21)
1.30 (0.78–2.17)
1.68 (1.14–2.47)
0.84 (0.43–1.62)
1.64 (1.36–1.97)

HR adjusted for age and time since baseline (95 % CI) for incident falls
HR hazard ratio, 95%CI 95 % confidence interval, SD standard deviation, BMI body mass index, BMD bone mineral density
a

Adjusted for age and time since baseline

b

HR per 1 year

c

HR per SD

d

n=1111

e

n=714

f

FRAX probability of major osteoporotic fracture calculated without inclusion of femoral neck BMD

g

FRAX probability of hip fracture calculated without inclusion of femoral neck BMD

h

FRAX probability of major osteoporotic fracture calculated with inclusion of femoral neck BMD

i

FRAX probability of hip fracture calculated with inclusion of femoral neck BMD

than that for FRAX but attenuated with increasing followup time, such that at 3 years, the gradient of risk was similar
to that with FRAX. These findings suggest that history of
past falls is likely to provide less robust predictive power
than FRAX over longer periods.
Table 3
BMD

Calculation of hazard ratios for incident falls associated
with individual clinical risk factors and hip BMD allowed
us to elucidate which individual risk factors might account
for the majority of the predictive power of the FRAX probability for incident fall. The hazard ratio for previous

HR (95 % confidence interval) for incident falls by past falls and FRAX probability of osteoporotic fracture calculated without the use of

Variable

Falls at baseline

HR (95 % CI)
Adjusted for age and time
since baseline

Adjusted for age, time since baseline
and FRAX/falls at baseline

2.75 (2.32–3.25)

2.68 (2.26–3.18)

a

FRAX osteoporotic without BMD (%)

1.16 (1.06–1.26)

FRAX osteoporotic without BMD >15.0 %

1.64 (1.36–1.97)

HR hazard ratio, 95%CI 95 % confidence interval, BMD bone mineral density
a

HR per SD

1.12 (1.03–1.22)a
1.54 (1.28–1.86)
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Table 4 HR (95 % confidence
interval) for different numbers of
incident falls by past falls and
FRAX probability of osteoporotic
fracture calculated without the use
of BMD

HR (95 % CI)
Number of falls

Falls at baseline

FRAX probabilitya

1

2.75 (2.32, 3.25)

1.16 (1.06, 1.26)

1.64 (1.36, 1.97)

2

3.49 (2.80, 4.34)

1.11 (0.99, 1.26)

1.57 (1.21, 2.03)

3
4

5.03 (3.79, 6.69)
7.31 (5.04, 10.60)

1.22 (1.04, 1.43)
1.32 (1.08, 1.62)

1.91 (1.37, 2.66)
1.94 (1.26, 3.01)

5

7.84 (4.94, 12.44)

1.45 (1.13, 1.85)

2.25 (1.33, 3.81)

6
7

10.56 (5.77, 19.31)
12.64 (5.91, 27.03)

1.56 (1.15, 2.13)
1.53 (1.05, 2.22)

2.42 (1.25, 4.69)
1.80 (0.76, 4.27)

FRAX >15 versus <15 %

HR hazard ratio, 95%CI 95 % confidence interval
a

HR per SD; calculated without BMD

fracture was similar to that for previous falls, and although
alcohol intake of three or more units per day was a statistically significant predictor of fractures, a finding consistent
with previous data [1, 5, 12, 24], overall there was no one
clear individual risk factor which dominated the predictive
model. Thus, for all risk factors other than current smoking
and rheumatoid arthritis, the hazard ratio was at least 1.2
and the predictive power of the overall FRAX score appeared to comprise contributions from the majority of
contained variables. Interestingly, femoral neck BMD
T-score was only weakly associated with falls risk, and so
the risk gradient for future falls associated with FRAX
probability was similar whether BMD was included or excluded from the calculations. Given the narrow age range in
this male cohort, it may be that we had insufficient power to
detect a statistically significant effect here.
HR

5
Prior falls

4
3
2
1
FRAX > 15%

0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Time since baseline (years)

Fig. 1 Hazard ratio (95 % confidence interval) for the association
between baseline falls, FRAX, and the risk of incident falls with
increasing follow-up time. Past falls are classified as yes/no; FRAX is
dichotomized to FRAX probability of major osteoporotic fracture
calculated without BMD above or below 15 % (high/low fracture risk).
Associations are adjusted for age and current time

The history of falls and FRAX has been well documented
[5]. Thus, although it is possible to incorporate falls into risk
calculators derived from single cohorts in which these outcomes have been recorded accurately [7–9, 29, 30], the lack
of standardized documentation of fall events across the 20
cohorts used in the development of the FRAX tool has meant
that the use of prior falls as a clinical risk factor was not
possible. An additional consideration is that, although there
have been several studies demonstrating the efficacy of multimodal interventions for the prevention of falls [31–36], there
is only limited evidence that such approaches might lead to a
reduction in fractures [2, 3, 5]. Furthermore, there is little
evidence that falls risk is amenable to intervention with pharmacological agents such as bisphosphonates, one of the
founding premises of the FRAX methodology [4, 5]. Baseline
risk of falling, however, did not appear to alter anti-fracture
efficacy of clodronate in one study [37]. There has been much
debate over recent years as to whether previous falls could be
directly incorporated into FRAX, and the above limitations
suggest that currently they could not, in any meaningful sense.
However, guidance on the incorporation of the increased fracture risk associated with previous falls has been published [4],
and so FRAX probability of future fracture may be inflated by
30 % (multiplied by 1.3) in a person with a history of falls. Our
results complement this approach by demonstrating that a
component of the risk associated with falls is contained within
FRAX probability, independently of previous falls and in the
absence of falls as an input variable. Our present results therefore inform clinical care, demonstrating that those assessed as
at high risk of fracture are likely to be at increased risk of falls
and that further clinical assessment may be required to ameliorate this risk. Further prospective studies in cohorts with
wider age ranges, other ethnicities, and most importantly
women are now warranted to replicate and extend these
findings.
We studied a well-characterized cohort drawn from the
general population with prospective recording of falls. However, there are some limitations that should be considered in
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the interpretation of our findings [38]. First, the population
studied was male, and of a narrow age range (69–81 years),
so limiting generalizability of our findings. Second, data on
incident falls were missing in some participants. However, we
explored a number of different methods for imputing these
missing falls data, all of which yielded similar results. Third,
the definition of prior fracture and glucocorticoid use differed
from those usually specified for incorporation into FRAX.
Furthermore, there was no information on causes of secondary
osteoporosis, and this variable was therefore set to missing.
The effect of these considerations on our findings is uncertain
but may have led to an overall underestimation of risk. Finally,
we did not have information on the severity of a fall, or whether fall was associated with injury. However, we did document
an increasing gradient of risk between baseline FRAX probability and number of incident falls.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the baseline
probability of future fracture, calculated using FRAX clinical
risk factors with or without BMD, identifies those at increased
risk of falling, and unlike history of falls, the risk identified is
stable with follow-up time. Thus, although previous falls are
not explicitly included in the FRAX calculation, part of the
risk associated with falls is captured and therefore will inform
stratification of future fracture risk.
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